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INFILL GAS STORAGE 
Grievance 

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [9.35 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for Energy and relates to infill gas 
in my electorate.  I have had conversations with the minister prior to this.  I remind the minister that he was 
going to try to get me a copy of the agreement reached on the sale of Alinta, which set out what the requirements 
on Alinta were.  I hope the minister has got that so that he can refer to it when he replies. 

About half of my electorate is without reticulated gas.  The problem is the cost to have it installed.  Alinta says 
that it will put in infill gas only where there is a return on its investment.  The problem with that is that the cost 
of putting in infill gas is very high.  In my electorate are areas that are not far off the line that goes through, say, 
Falcon, where Alinta’s stated costs to install the pipeline could be $10 000 to $15 000 a house.  We have been 
working very hard on the southern side of the Dawesville Cut to find ways to fix that situation because that is a 
relatively new area and development.  Unfortunately, while power, water and sewerage are regarded as essential 
requirements for any housing development and a developer is required to put them in, gas is not required as an 
essential service.  The situation is the same as what used to apply for water, where a developer who was the head 
of the development had to pay all the infrastructure costs to get the service there and was then recompensed by 
other developers down the track.  It is a huge financial burden to have to pay those moneys up front, so some of 
them are not doing it.  Therefore, it is difficult to get gas in those new areas that have been developed.  Alinta 
says that if people have already built a house and installed an electric hot-water system, it is very difficult to get 
them to change to a gas hot-water system.  It is the hot-water system that provides the financial returns that make 
the service economically viable.  Having gas heating and a gas stove does not provide a sufficient return, hence 
the very high cost of installation. 

I have been working with Mr Peter White, who has been organising the installation for the whole region, to find 
a way of doing it.  We have done deals with Alinta under which we have obtained prices for the whole area.  We 
worked out that we needed, say, 40 per cent of people to say yes to connection and that it would cost them, say, 
$2 000 a house.  We have lobbied to get those people to agree to sign up.  It has been a long and tortuous process 
and we are now just getting to the stage at which one of those areas may get infill gas.  As part of that, we 
negotiated at my request a deal with Alinta whereby instead of charging people thousands of dollars up front, 
they could offset that against the future value of the house or even have the cost staged over a number of years 
and pay the amount off slowly.  Again, that was a great innovation.  It is an enormously difficult process, and I 
bet I am not the only member who has people living on the periphery of the system and who did not have infill 
gas put in.  The stupid thing is that if people live in an area in which Alinta gas goes past the door, they get the 
line for nothing except the connection fee.  If people are 100 metres away from the line, they have to pay 
thousands of dollars.   

After a lot of lobbying, the Minister for Water Resources very kindly agreed to reinstate some of the infill 
sewerage programs in my electorate.  I am pleased to say that four of them are going ahead.  It is very important, 
because many of them are close to the Peel Estuary, and there are issues of the possible effect of nutrients.  The 
first area is Falcon 3A, which is 420 lots.  It is too late for us to do anything there now about infill gas.  It is to be 
connected by September of this year, and most of the work has already been done. The second area is Falcon 2B, 
which is 270 lots.  Both of these areas are on the estuary side, and are to be finished by September.  Halls Head, 
consisting of 582 lots, is the third area.  At least half of that area does not have mains gas.  The sewerage project 
is scheduled to start in April this year and finish by May 2008.  The fourth area, Dawesville, has four little 
sections totalling 490 lots.  It is to be commenced in 2007-08 and completed in 2008-09.  The point I am making 
is that trenches will be dug, and there will be an opportunity to install infill gas.   

The opposition will take to the next election a proposal for a system similar to that introduced for electricity by 
the Minister for Energy in the previous government, whereby contributions can be made by all parties.  I am 
suggesting that the contribution could be paid by the local residents and the state government to assist in getting 
mains gas through to all those areas - about half of my electorate has not been done - and particularly those areas 
where the state government is about to dig holes in the road to put sewerage in.  Getting all those people 
organised to put in their money up front and pay for the total amount when many of them are retired pensioners 
is impossible to do.  The government could come to the party and beat the opposition to the punch in what it 
hopes to do after the next election, and introduce a state government subsidy and negotiate with Alinta on behalf 
of those residents so that the government can work in with the Water Corporation as it does the infill sewerage.  
We could make sure at least that when those holes are dug in the road, the pipes can be put down to reticulate 
gas to all those areas.  It is just commonsense.  There is no other way that gas will ever be provided to those 
areas.  When that sewerage is installed, the government pays a community service obligation back to the Water 
Corporation.  The Water Corporation does not make a loss for putting in that infill sewerage; it is subsidised by 
the government.  It is therefore reasonable for the government to also provide that assistance to subsidise the 
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reticulated gas project.  This government made a lot of money from selling Alinta, and it should give some of it 
back to the community. 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Minister for Energy) [9.43 am]:  In responding to the member for 
Dawesville, I will go back to the beginning and remind the house that the previous government, and some of the 
members opposite, privatised Alinta in the first place.  I find it surprising that they did not actually think of these 
things when the privatisation was carried out. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  We did - read the regulations.  
Mr F.M. LOGAN:  No, they did not think of those things at all, otherwise they would be in the regulations now.  
If the previous government had thought about these things, they would be in the licence and in the act, but it did 
not.  
Mr C.J. Barnett:  Read the regulations. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN:  I will read them for the member for Cottesloe, because he has a very funny memory in 
which the truth seems to go in and out.  I will read the regulations for the member now.  The only options 
available for the people whose plight has been highlighted by the member for Dawesville, in terms of the 
obligations of Alinta to connect them to the gas, are provided under clause 8 of the gas distribution licence.  In 
summary, clause 8 says that the connection obligation applies only to residential premises.  Non-residential 
premises are therefore not eligible.  Alinta is obliged to connect residential premises to the gas system if 
requested to do so by a gas trader.  Alinta must pay up to $650 of the costs for establishing the connection.  If the 
cost exceeds $650, Alinta may require a capital contribution to undertake the connection; that is, it will require 
either the local council or the owner of premises to make a contribution.  Further, if the cost exceeds $650, 
requires 20 metres or more of pipe or requires a mains extension, Alinta may decline the connection.  That is 
what the previous government left for the state.  The urban front is now expanding all the way to Dawesville, 
and the member for Dawesville, who was a minister in the previous government and who discussed this issue in 
the cabinet, failed to pick up those points and address them.  Now he has the hide to ask the government to fix 
the problems created by the previous government, in which he was the minister.  That is what he is trying to do. 
Dr K.D. Hames interjected.  
Mr F.M. LOGAN:  I will waffle on if the member likes, but it is his grievance.  I will highlight a couple of 
things for the member for Dawesville about what the government is doing, and what the previous government 
failed to do.  We are thinking of not only those people at the fringe of the grid who are unable to connect to gas, 
but also those people in rural and remote areas who are required to use liquefied petroleum gas bottles.  We have 
instituted a committee to examine how we can address their problems and look at the pricing structure they are 
suffering from at the moment from having to purchase LPG bottles for cooking, primarily, and heating.  That 
committee is headed by the member for Collie-Wellington and includes the member for Avon.  The committee is 
looking principally at the price of LPG.  It has received a series of submissions from across the state highlighting 
the issues raised by the member for Dawesville.  Submissions have been received from the City of Mandurah, 
other councils and developers.  As with the member for Dawesville, it has been highlighted to them that in some 
developments on the urban fringe the actual cost of connection for the entire development is only $80 000.  
However, Alinta is arguing that the rate of return on that $80 000 expenditure does not justify carrying out the 
connection.  That is how small some of these issues are.  The committee is looking at that issue and will no 
doubt make some comment on it.  It is also looking at the cost of reticulation from large bottle gas to rural and 
remote towns, and whether it is possible.  

The member for Dawesville touched on the issues about the options available.  He spoke about using the 
undergrounding of power as a way of addressing the issue of connecting residences to mains gas reticulation.  
There is a big difference between the undergrounding of power and the undergrounding of gas.  Power is placed 
underground for specific reasons.  It is done particularly for reliability. 

Dr K.D. Hames interjected.  

Mr F.M. LOGAN:  There is a big difference; the member for Dawesville should think about it.  Power is placed 
underground primarily because of the gains in reliability and efficiency.  If the member will let me finish, I will 
go through what he has put forward and explain why there are problems with what he said.  Power is placed 
underground because of efficiency, reliability and aesthetics and to optimise the efficiency of the overall system 
for consumers.  Gas is not like that.  Those customers already have electricity; it is not as if they do not have 
heating and cooking.  If a program of installing gas, similar to the undergrounding of power, is carried out, the 
only benefit will be to private residents.  It is possible to ask for a community service obligation, but where is the 
community benefit from undergrounding the gas?  There is a community benefit from undergrounding 
electricity, because it results in a more efficient system and has overall community benefits.  The only people to 
benefit from the installation of gas are the residents themselves, because it gives them a choice of energy 
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sources.  We are looking at the option of a community service obligation, whether from councils or the state 
government, and we are also looking at the option of capital contributions gathered from the residents in the 
same way as the member has organised in his own electorate.  We are looking at those three items.  However, I 
point out to the member for Dawesville that the community benefit from the expenditure of taxpayers’ money is 
questionable when it comes to the connection of gas to people’s private residences. 
 


